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Abstract

The thermoelectroelastic GreenÕs functions are presented for an in®nite piezoelectric plate with an elliptic inclusion of

dissimilar material induced by a thermal load located inside or on the boundary of the elliptic inclusion. The load may

be a point heat source and the thermal analog of a line dislocation with temperature discontinuity. The derivation is

based on the Stroh formalism, conformal mapping and the method of analytical continuation. The study shows that the

thermoelectroelastic GreenÕs functions for inclusion problems are composed of a particular solution and a corrective

solution. The special case when the inclusion becomes a hole is also considered. Based on the GreenÕs function de-

veloped and the integral equation approach, the stress and electric displacement (SED) intensity factors for an in®nite

plate containing an inclusion and a crack are analyzed and comparison is made with those from the ®nite element

method (FEM) to verify the accuracy of the proposed formulation. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

GreenÕs functions play an important role in the
solution of numerous problems in the mechanics
and physics of solids. They are the heart of many
analytical and numerical methods such as singular
integral equation methods, boundary element
methods, eigenstrain approach and dislocation
methods (Mura, 1982; Lin and Keer, 1989; Hwu
and Yen, 1991; Qin, 1999). For anisotropic mate-
rials, Willis (1971) and Suo (1990) developed the
GreenÕs functions for an interface crack between
two dissimilar materials. Hwu and Yen (1991)

obtained the GreenÕs functions satisfying traction-
free boundary conditions around an elliptic hole
using StrohÕs formalism. Ting (1992) in his work
investigated the GreenÕs functions for half-space
and bimaterials. Hwu and Yen (1993) analyzed the
interaction of a dislocation located outside an el-
liptic inclusion for general anisotropic elastic ma-
terials. Later, Yen et al. (1995) and Ting (1996)
obtained GreenÕs functions for a line force and a
line dislocation located outside, inside or on the
interface of an elliptic inclusion of general aniso-
tropic elastic materials. The solutions contain in-
®nite series. For a piezoelectric solid without
considering thermal e�ect, Deeg (1980) used
transform techniques to obtain a contour integral
representation of the piezoelectric GreenÕs func-
tions. More recent studies regarding GreenÕs
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functions on piezoelectric solids were due to Ben-
veniste (1992), Chen (1993), Dunn (1994), Lee and
Jiang (1994), Dunn and Wienecke (1996) and the
others. Unlike in the cases of anisotropic elasticity
and piezoelectricity, relatively few works have
been reported regarding GreenÕs functions in the-
rmoelastic and thermopiezoelectric solids. Sturla
and Barber (1988) obtained a solution of thermo-
elastic GreenÕs functions for the two-dimensional
problem of an in®nite elastic plate subjected to a
temperature discontinuity along the axis x2� 0.
More recently, Qin (1998) presented thermoelec-
troelastic GreenÕs functions for an elliptic hole
embedded in an in®nite piezoelectric plate. For the
inclusion problem that the thermal load is located
inside the inclusion or along the interface between
the inclusion and the matrix, however, no the-
rmoelectroelastic GreenÕs functions can be found
in the literature. It should be pointed out that, in
contrast to the terminology of Mura (1982), the
``inclusion'' in this paper is de®ned as a region
occupied by a given material whose material con-
stants may be di�erent from those of the matrix.

In view of the above analysis, the purpose of
this work is to derive thermopiezoelectric GreenÕs
functions for inclusion problems subjected to
thermal load inside or on the boundary of the in-
clusion, and then to discuss their application in
crack-inclusion problems. In the derivation, the
Stroh formalism and the LaurentÕs series expan-
sion (Gong and Meguid, 1993) are used to obtain
the GreenÕs function for an elliptic piezoelectric
inclusion embedded in an in®nite matrix under
thermal loading. The loading may be the point
heat source and temperature discontinuity, which
are located inside or on the boundary of the elliptic
inclusion. The terminology ``temperature discon-
tinuity'' here came from the work of Dundurs and
Comminou (1979), who described it as ``heat
vortex'', and explained that heat ¯ow lines are
circles centered on the interface due to the tem-
perature distribution containing a jump, i.e., tem-
perature discontinuity, across the interface. So we
shall retain this terminology here. The special case
when the inclusion becomes a hole is also consid-
ered. A set of singular integral equations based on
the GreenÕs function developed in this study is,
then, used to analyze the interaction between in-

clusions and cracks. The numerical results of SED
intensity factors for a crack inside an inclusion are
presented and comparison is made with those ob-
tained from FEM.

2. Basic formulations

Consider a linear thermopiezoelectric solid
where all ®elds are the functions of x1 and x2 only.
Boldfaced symbols stand for either column vectors
or matrices, depending on whether lower case or
upper case is used. For stationary behavior in the
absence of body heat source, free electric charge
and body forces, the ®eld equations of linear the-
rmopiezoelectricity consist of the following equa-
tions:

(1) Divergence equations

hi;i � 0; rij;j � 0; Di;i � 0; �1�
where a comma stands for partial di�erentiation,
hi; rij and Di are the heat ¯ow, stress and electric
displacement, respectively.

(2) Constitutive equations

hi � kijHj;

rij � Cijkseks ÿ enijEn ÿ cijT ;

Di � eikseks � jinEn ÿ viT ; �2�

where T and Hj is the temperature and heat in-
tensity, kij heat conduction coe�cients, Cijks, enij

and jin are the elastic moduli, the piezoelectric
coe�cients and the dielectric constants, eks and En

are the elastic strain and electric ®eld, cij and vi are
thermal-stress coe�cients and pyroelectric con-
stants, respectively.

(3) Gradient equations

Hj � ÿT;j; eij � �ui;j � uj;i�=2; Ei � ÿu;i: �3�

Here, ui and u are the elastic displacement and
electric potential (ED&EP), respectively.

The general solution of the above problem can
be found in (Qin, 1998):

T � g0�zt� � g0�zt�; �4a�

h1 � iksg00�zt� ÿ iksg00�zt�; �4b�
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h2 � ÿikg00�zt� � ikg00�zt�; �4c�

u � AF�z�q� cg�zt� � AF�z�q� cg�zt�; �4d�

/ � BF�z�q� dg�zt� � BF�z�q� dg�zt�; �4e�

P1 � ÿ/;2; P2 � /;1; �4f�

with

F�z� � diag�f �z1� f �z2�f �z3� f �z4��; zt � x1 � sx2;

zi � x1 � pix2; Pi � fri1 ri2 ri3 DigT;

u � fu1 u2 u3 ugT; �5�

where the overbar denotes the complex conjugate,
a prime represents the di�erentiation with the ar-
gument, k � �����������������������

k11k22 ÿ k2
12

p
, s and pi are the heat

and electroelastic eigenvalues of the materials
whose imaginary parts are positive, q is an un-
known vector to be determined, / is often known
as SED function, f(zi) and g(zt) are, respectively,
holomorphic functions to be determined by satis-
fying the boundary conditions of a given problem,
A, B, c and d are the eigentensors and eigenvectors
of the materials considered and can be found in the
literature (see Qin, 1998, for example).

Introducing a heat-¯ow function

# � ÿikg0�zt� � ikg0�zt� �6�

we have

h1 � ÿ#;2; h2 � #;1; �7�

which has the same form as those for stress func-
tion (see Eq. (4f)). Thus we may use the same
method as that in electroelastic problems to derive
the thermal solutions.

For the problem with elliptic inclusion (see
Fig. 1), it will be more convenient to transform the
ellipse to a circle before solving the problem. For
which consider the mapping

zk � a1kfk � a2kf
ÿ1
k ; a1k

� �aÿ ipkb�=2; a2k � �a� ipkb�=2; �8�
where a P b > 0 are the principle radii of the el-
liptic interface. Eq. (8) will map the ellipse onto a

unit circle in the fk-plane. Besides, to ensure a one-
to-one transformation, a certain restriction should
be satis®ed for any function de®ned inside the in-
clusion, which can be expressed through its series
form (Lekhnitskii, 1968)

f �fk� �
X1

j�ÿ1
djf

j
k; dÿj � a2k

a1k

� �j

dj: �9�

3. Green's functions for thermal loads applied inside

the inclusion

3.1. Green's function for thermal ®elds

Consider an elliptic inclusion embedded in an
in®nite piezoelectric matrix subjected to thermal
loading at a point (x10, x20) inside the inclusion. If
the inclusion and the matrix are assumed to be
perfectly bonded along the interface, the temper-
ature, heat ¯ow (hn), elastic displacements, electric
potential, the surface traction-charge vector (tn)
across the interface should be continuous, i.e.

T1 � T2; �10a�

#1 � #2; �10b�

u1 � u2; �10c�

/1 � /2 along the interface �10d�

Fig. 1. Geometry of an ellipse inclusion.
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in which the following equations have been used

hn � #;s; tn � /;s; �11�

where n is the normal direction of the interface,
and s is the arc length measured along elliptic
boundary. Here and after, the subscripts 1 and 2
(or superscripts (1) and (2)) denote the matrix and
inclusion, respectively.

Based on the conformal mapping (8) and the
concept of perturbation given by Stagni (1982), the
general solution for temperature and heat-¯ow
function subjected to thermal loads h� and T0,
being located inside of the inclusion, can be as-
sumed in the form (Yen et al., 1995)

T1 � f0�f�1�t � � f1�f�1�t � � f0�f�1�t � � f1�f�1�t �;
#1 � ÿik1f0�f�1�t � ÿ ik1f1�f�1�t � � ik1f0�f�1�t �

� ik1f1�f�1�t �; �12�

T2 � f �0 �f�2�t � � f2�f�2�t � � f �0 �f�2�t � � f2�f�2�t �;
#2 � ÿik2f �0 �f�2�t � ÿ ik2f2�f�2�t � � ik2f �0 �f�2�t �

� ik2f2�f�2�t �: �13�

Here, f0 and f �0 can be chosen to represent the
solutions associated with the unperturbed ther-
mal ®elds caused by thermal load. f1 and f2 are
the functions corresponding to the perturbed ®eld
of matrix and inclusion, respectively. Since (x10,
x20) is inside the inclusion, there is a branch cut
extending from (x10, x20) to in®nity. Thus the
choice of f0 and f �0 should take care of the
discontinuity across this branch cut. A proper
form of f0 and f �0 may be chosen as (Yen et al.,
1995):

f0�f�1�t � � d ln f�1�t ; �14a�

f �0 �f�2�t � � q0� ln�z�2�t ÿ z�2�t0 � ÿ lna�2�1s �; �14b�

f2�f�2�t � �
X1

j�ÿ1
cjf
�2�j
t ; cÿj � C�j cj; �15�

where a�k�1s � �aÿ is�k�b�=2; C�j � ��a� ibs�2��=
�aÿ ibs�2���j (see Yen et al., 1995 for example),

d and cj are unknowns to be determined, f�i�t and
f�2�t0 are related to the complex arguments z�i�t and
z�2�t0 �� x10 � s�2�x20� through the following trans-
formation functions,

f�i�t �
z�i�t �

�����������������������������������
z�i�2t ÿ a2 ÿ s�i�2b2

q
aÿ is�i�b

;

f�2�t0 �
z�2�t0 �

������������������������������������
z�2�2t0 ÿ a2 ÿ s�2�2b2

q
aÿ is�2�b

�16�

and q0 is a complex number which can be deter-
mined from the conditionsZ

C
dT � T0 for any closed curve C

enclosing the point f�2�t0 ; �17�

Z
C

d# � ÿh� for any closed curve C

enclosing the point f�2�t0 : �18�

The substitution of Eqs. (14a), (14b) and (15)
into (12) and (13), and later into (17) and (18)
yields

q0 � T0=4piÿ h�=4pk1: �19�
As for the unknowns d, cj and the function f1,

they can be derived in the following way. Noting
that the relation

ln ��zt ÿ zt0�=a1s�

� ln�ft ÿ ft0� � ln 1

�
ÿ a2s=a1s

ftft0

�
; �20�

where a1s � �aÿ isb�=2; a2s � �a� isb�=2, we
have the series representation

f �0 �f�2�t � � q0 lnf�2�t

(
ÿ
X1
j�1

ejf
�2�ÿj
t

)
for f�2�t

�� �� > f�2�t0

��� ��� �21�

in which ej � �f�2�jt0 � �a�2�2s =a�2�1s �jf�2�ÿj
t0 �=j. Imposi-

tion of the continuity conditions (10) at the inter-
face leads to
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f1�r� � �d lnr� f1�r� � d lnr

�
X1
j�1

��cj � C�j cj�rÿj �
X1
j�1

�cj

� �C�j �cj�rj � q0 lnr

(
ÿ
X1

j

ejr
ÿj

)

� �q0 lnr

(
ÿ
X1

j

�ejr
j

)
; �22�

ÿ f1�r� � �d lnr� f1�r� ÿ d lnr

� k2

k1

X1
j�1

��cj ÿ C�j cj�rÿj ÿ k2

k1

X1
j�1

�cj ÿ �C�j �cj�rj

ÿ k2q0

k1

lnr

(
ÿ
X1

j

ejr
ÿj

)

� k2�q0

k1

lnr

(
ÿ
X1

j

�ejr
j

)
; �23�

where r � eih stands for the point located on the
unit circle in the ft-plane, and h is a polar angle. By
comparison of the coe�cients of the ``ln'' terms on
both sides of Eqs. (22) and (23) yields

d � 1

2
1

�
� k2

k1

�
q0 ÿ 1

2
1

�
ÿ k2

k1

�
�q0: �24�

In order to use the analytical continuation meth-
od, Eqs. (22) and (23) are rewritten, by deleting the
``ln'' terms, as

f1�r� ÿ
X1
j�1

��cj � C�j cj ÿ q0ej�rÿj

� ÿf1�r� �
X1
j�1

�cj � �C�j �cj ÿ �q0�ej�rj; �25�

ÿf1�r� ÿ k2

k1

X1
j�1

��cj ÿ C�j cj � q0ej�rÿj

� ÿf1�r� ÿ k2

k1

X1
j�1

�cj ÿ �C�j �cj � �q0�ej�rj: �26�

One of the important properties of holomorphic
functions used in the method of analytic continu-
ation is that if the function f(f) is holomorphic in
X1 (or X2), then f �1=�f� is holomorphic in X2 (or

X1), where X1 and X2 represent the regions outside
and inside the unit circle. Hence, put

x�f� �

f1�f� ÿ
P1
j�1

��cj � C�j cj ÿ q0ej�fÿj;

f 2 X1;

ÿf1�1=�f� �P1
j�1

�cj � �C�j �cj ÿ �q0�ej�fj;

f 2 X2;

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
�27�

where the function x(f) is holomorphic and single
valued in the whole plane. By LiouvilleÕs theorem,
we have x(f)� constant. However, constant
function f do not produce SED which may be
neglected. Thus, by letting x(f)� 0, we have

f1�f� �
X1
j�1

��cj � C�j cj ÿ q0ej�fÿj; f 2 X1;

f1�f� �
X1
j�1

�cj � �C�j �cj ÿ �q0�ej�fj; f 2 X2:

�28�

Similarly, one can obtain from Eq. (26) that

f1�f� � ÿ k2

k1

X1
j�1

��cj ÿ C�j cj � q0ej�fÿj; f 2 X1;

f1�f� � ÿ k2

k1

X1
j�1

�cj ÿ �C�j �cj � �q0�ej�fj; f 2 X2:

�29�
Solving Eqs. (28) and (29) for cj, one gets

cj � k1 ÿ k2

2k1

�G0 ÿ �GjGj=G0�ÿ1��q0�ej ÿ �Gjq0ej=G0�
�j � 1; 2; . . . ;1�; �30�

where

G0 � �1� k2=k1�=2;

Gj � �1ÿ k2=k1�C�j=2:
�31�

Having the solution of ck, the functions gi in
Eqs. (4d) and (4e) can be given by

g1�z�1�t � � q0fa�1�1s f�1�t � ln f�1�t ÿ 1�
� a�1�2s �1� lnf�1�t �=f�1�t g
� ��c1 � C�1c1 ÿ q0e1�a�1�1s lnf�1�t

�
X1
j�1

G1jf
�1�ÿj
t ; �32�
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g2�z�2�t � � q0fa�2�1s f�2�t � lnf�2�t ÿ 1�
� a�2�2s �1� lnf�2�t �=f�2�t g ÿ q0e1a�2�1s lnf�2�t

�
X1
j�1

�G2jf
�2�j
t � G3jf

�2�ÿj
t �; �33�

where

a�k�2s � �a� is�k�b�=2; �k � 1; 2�
G1j � ÿ���cj�1 � C�j�1cj�1 ÿ q0ej�1�a�1�1s

ÿ a�1�2s ��cjÿ1 � C�jÿ1cjÿ1 ÿ q0ejÿ1�tj1=j;

G2j � �a�2�1s cjÿ1tj1 ÿ a�2�2s cj�1�=j;

G3j � �a�2�1s �C�j�1cj�1 ÿ q0ej�1�
ÿ a�2�2s �C�jÿ1cjÿ1 ÿ q0ejÿ1�tj1�=j;

�34�

with tij � 1 for i 6� j; tij � 0 for i � j.

3.2. Green's functions for electroelastic ®elds

From Eqs. (4d) and (4e), the particular piezo-
electric solution induced by thermal load can be
written as

uip � 2Re�cigi�f�i�t ��;
/ip � 2Re�digi�f�i�t �� �i � 1; 2�;

�35�

where subscript p refers to the particular solution.
The particular solutions (35) do not, generally,
satisfy the conditions (10c) and (10d) along the
interface. We, therefore, need to ®nd a corrective
isothermal solution for a given problem. When
superposed on the particular thermoelectroelastic
solution the interface conditions (10c) and (10d)
will be satis®ed. Owing to the fact that f(fm) and
g(ft) have the same order to a�ect the SED in
Eqs. (4d) and (4e), possible function forms may
be taken from the partition of g(ft) in order to
satisfy the boundary conditions considered. They
are

f �j�1k �z�j�k � � aF1�f�j�k �=2;

f �j�2k �z�j�k � � ipkbF2�f�j�k �=2;

f �j�3k �z�j�k � � a�j�1k lnf�j�k �j � 1; 2� �36�

f
�j�
4 �f�j�� �

X1
k�1

f�j�km

D E
r
�j�
k ;

f
�j�
5 �f�j�� �

X1
k�1

f�j�ÿk
m

D E
s
�j�
k �j � 1; 2� �37�

where f
�j�
k are 4-component vectors, � �m


 � �
diag�� �1 � �2 � �3 � �4�; r

�j�
k and s

�j�
k are constant

vectors with 4-components to be determined, and

F1�f� � fÿ1�1� lnf� ÿ f�1ÿ lnf�;
F2�f� � fÿ1�1� lnf� � f�1ÿ lnf�: �38�

The GreenÕs functions for the electroelastic
®elds can thus be chosen as

uj � 2 Re
X3

k�1

Aj f �j�km �f�j�m �
D E

q
�j�
k

(

�
X5

k�4

Ajf
�j�
k �f�j�� � cjgj�f�j�t �

)
; �39�

/j � 2 Re
X3

k�1

Bj f �j�km �f�j�m �
D E

q
�j�
k

(

�
X5

k�4

Bjf
�j�
k �f�j�� � djgj�f�j�t �

)
: �40�

Substituting Eqs. (39) and (40) into Eqs. (10a) and
(10b), provides

q
�1�
1 � q0X1�Aÿ1

2 �c2 ÿ c1� ÿ Bÿ1
2 �d2 ÿ d1��; �41�

q
�2�
1 � q0X2�Aÿ1

1 �c1 ÿ c2� ÿ Bÿ1
1 �d1 ÿ d2��; �42�

q
�1�
2 � q0Pÿ1

1 X1�Aÿ1
2 �s2c2 ÿ s1c1�

ÿ Bÿ1
2 �s2d2 ÿ s1d1��; �43�

q
�2�
2 � q0Pÿ1

2 X2�Aÿ1
1 �s1c1 ÿ s2c2�

ÿ Bÿ1
1 �s1d1 ÿ s2d2��; �44�

q
�1�
3 � a�1�1k

D Eÿ1

X1�Aÿ1
2 �b�1�� c1 ÿ b�2�� c2�

ÿ Bÿ1
2 �b�1�� d1 ÿ b�2�� d2��; �45�
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q
�2�
3 � a�2�1k

D Eÿ1

X2�Aÿ1
1 �b�2�� c2 ÿ b�1�� c1�

ÿ Bÿ1
1 �b�2�� d2 ÿ b�1�� d1��; �46�

A1f
�1�
5 �r� � �A1f

�1�
4 �r� ÿ A2f

�2�
5 �r� ÿ �A2f

�2�
4 �r�

�
X1
j�1

�c1G1j ÿ �c2
�G2j ÿ c2G3j�rÿj

� A2f
�2�
4 �r� � �A2f

�2�
5 �r� ÿ A1f

�1�
4 �r�

ÿ �A1f
�1�
5 �r� ÿ

X1
j�1

��c1
�G1j ÿ c2G2j ÿ �c2

�G3j�rj;

�47�

B1f
�1�
5 �r� � �B1f

�1�
4 �r� ÿ B2f

�2�
5 �r� ÿ �B2f

�2�
4 �r�

�
X1
j�1

�d1G1j ÿ �d2
�G2j ÿ d2G3j�rÿj

� B2f
�2�
4 �r� � �B2f

�2�
5 �r� ÿ B1f

�1�
4 �r� ÿ �B1f

�1�
5 �r�

ÿ
X1
j�1

��d1
�G1j ÿ d2G2j ÿ �d2

�G3j�rj; �48�

where

X1 � �Aÿ1
2 A1 ÿ Bÿ1

2 B1�ÿ1;

X2 � �Aÿ1
1 A2 ÿ Bÿ1

1 B2�ÿ1
; �49�

Pj � diag�p�j�1 p�j�2 p�j�3 p�j�4 �;
b�1�� � a�1�1s ��c1 � C�1c1 ÿ q0e1�;
b�2�� � ÿq0a�2�1s e1: �50�

Therefore, by LiouvilleÕs theorem, Eqs. (47) and
(48) yield

A1f
�1�
5 �r� � �A1f

�1�
4 �r� � A2f

�2�
5 �r� � �A2f

�2�
4 �r�

ÿ
X1
j�1

�c1G1j ÿ �c2
�G2j ÿ c2G3j�rÿj; �51�

A1f
�1�
4 �r� � �A1f

�1�
5 �r� � A2f

�2�
4 �r� � �A2f �2�5 �r�

ÿ
X1
j�1

��c1
�G1j ÿ c2G2j ÿ �c2

�G3j�rj; �52�

B1f
�1�
5 �r� � �B1f

�1�
4 �r� � B2f

�2�
5 �r� � �B2f

�2�
4 �r�

ÿ
X1
j�1

�d1G1j ÿ �d2
�G2j ÿ d2G3j�rÿj; �53�

B1f
�1�
4 �r� � �B1f

�1�
5 �r� � B2f

�2�
4 �r� � �B2f

�2�
5 �r�

ÿ
X1
j�1

��d1
�G1j ÿ d2G2j ÿ �d2

�G3j�rj: �54�

The above four equations are not completely
independent. For example, we can obtain Eqs. (51)
and (53) from Eqs. (52) and (54). Thus only two of
them are independent. However there are four sets
of constant vectors, i.e., r

�j�
k and s

�j�
k �j � 1; 2� to be

determined. We need another two equations to
make the solution unique. Through the use of re-
lation (9) and Eqs. (39) and (40), the unknown
vectors r

�2�
j and s

�2�
j appearing in f

�2�
4 and f

�2�
5 can be

determined as follows:

r
�2�
j � Aÿ1

2 C�2�jm

D E
A2

�
ÿ Bÿ1

2 C�2�jm

D E
B2

�ÿ1

Aÿ1
2 c2G3j

�h
ÿ C�2�jm

D E
c2G2j

�
ÿ Bÿ1

2 d2G3j

�
ÿ C�2�jm

D E
d2G2j

�i
�j � 1; . . . ;1�; �55�

s
�2�
j � Bÿ1

2 C�2�jm

D E
B2r

�2�
j

�h
� d2G2j

�
ÿ d2G3j

i
�j � 1; . . . ;1�; �56�

where

C�i�jm

D E
� a� ibp�i�m

aÿ ibp�i�m

 !j* +
:

Having obtained the constant vectors r
�2�
j and

s
�2�
j , the unknown vectors r

�1�
j and s

�1�
j given in f

�1�
4

and f
�1�
5 can be determined from Eqs. (51) and (53)

(or (52) and (54)). They are:

r
�1�
j � iAT

1 fM2 � �M1�A2r
�2�
j � � �M1 ÿ �M2��A2�s

�2�
j

ÿ �M1��c1
�G1j ÿ c2G2j ÿ �c2

�G3j�
� i��d1

�G1j ÿ d2G2j ÿ �d2
�G3j�g; �57�
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s
�1�
j � iAT

1 fM2 � �M1�A2s
�2�
j � � �M1 ÿ �M2��A2�r

�2�
j

ÿ �M1��c1
�G1j ÿ c2G2j ÿ �c2

�G3j�
� i��d1

�G1j ÿ d2G2j ÿ �d2
�G3j�g; �58�

where

Mk � ÿiBkAÿ1
k � Hÿ1

k �I� iSk�;
Hk � 2iAkAT

k ;

Sk � i�2AkBT
k ÿ I� �k � 1; 2� �59�

4. Green's functions for thermal loads applied on the

interface

When (x10, x20) is on the interface, say
x10 � a cos w0; x20 � b sin w0; f

�1�
t0 � f�2�t0 � eiw0 , the

proper choice of f0 and f �0 should re¯ect the sin-
gularity properties both in the inclusion and
matrix. By referring to Eq. (20) given in Yen et al.
(1995), they may be assumed in the form

f0�f�1�t � � q0 ln�f�1�t ÿ eiw0�; �60�

f1�f�1�t � �
X1
j�1

a�jf
�1�ÿj
t � q1 ln�f�1�ÿ1

t ÿ eÿiw0�; �61�

f �0 �f�2�t � � q2 ln ��z�2�t ÿ z�2�t0 �=a�2�1s �: �62�

With the use of the series representation

ln�1ÿ x� � ÿ
X1
j�1

xj=j �63�

and the relation (20), Eq. (62) may be rewritten as

f �0 �f�2�t � � q2 ln�f�2�t

(
ÿ eiw0�

ÿ
X1
j�1

a�2�2s eÿiw0=a�2�1s

� �j
f�2�ÿj

t =j
� �)

: �64�

The continuity conditions (10a) and (10b) on
the interface give

q1 � k1 ÿ k2

k2 � k1

�q0; q2 � 2k1

k2 � k1

q0: �65�

To determine the remaining unknown func-
tions, f1 and f2, the method of analytical continu-
ation as that presented in the previous sections will
be used. Like those described in Eqs. (28) and (29),
the holomorphic properties provide

f11�f� � f22�f� � f21�f�; f 2 X1;

f11�f� � f22�f� � f21�f�; f 2 X2;

f11�f� � k2�f22�f� ÿ f21�f��=k1; f 2 X1;

f11�f� � k2�f22�f� ÿ f21�f��=k1; f 2 X2; �66�

where

f11�f� �
X1
j�1

a�jf
ÿj; f21�f� �

X1
j�1

cjf
j;

f22�f� �
X1
j�1

�C�j cj ÿ e�j�fÿj; �67�

where e�j � q2�a�2�2s eÿiw0=a�2�1s �j=j.

Solving Eq. (66) yields

a�j � �cj � C�j cj ÿ e�j; �68�

cj � k1 ÿ k2

2k1

�G0 ÿ �GjGj=G0�ÿ1��e�j ÿ �Gje�j=G0�;
j � 1; 2; . . . ;1: �69�

Thus the corresponding functions gi are given
as

g1�z�1�t � �
�

a�1�1s �q0F3�f�1�t ; eiw0�:� q1F4�f�1�ÿ1
t ; eÿiw0��

� a�1�2s �q0F4�f�1�t ; eiw0� � q1F3�f�1�ÿ1
t ; eÿiw0��

� a�1a�1�1s lnf�1�t �
X1
j�1

G4jf
�1�ÿj
t

�
; �70�

g2�z�2�t � � q2fa�2�1s F3�f�2�t ; eiw0� � a�2�2s F4�f�2�t ; eiw0�g

ÿ e�1a�2�1s lnf�2�t �
X1
j�1

�G5jf
�2�j
t � G6jf

�2�ÿj
t �;

�71�
where

F3�x; y� � �xÿ y�� ln�xÿ y� ÿ 1�; �72�
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F4�x; y� � 1

x

�
ÿ 1

y

�
ln�xÿ y� � 1

y
lnx; �73�

G4j � ÿ�a�1�1s a��j�1� ÿ tj1a�1�2s a��jÿ1��=j;

G5j � �a�2�1s cjÿ1tj1 ÿ a�2�2s cj�1�=j;

G6j � ÿ�a�2�1s �C�j�1cj�1 ÿ e��j�1��
ÿ a�2�2s �C�jÿ1cjÿ1 ÿ e��jÿ1��tj1�=j: �74�

For the same reason as treated in Eqs. (39) and
(40), the corresponding electroelastic solutions
may be assumed in the form

uj � 2 Re
X5

k�1

Aj f �j�km �f�j�m �
D E

q
�j�
k

(

�
X7

k�6

Ajf
�j�
k �z�j�� � cjgj�f�j�t �

)
; �75�

/j � 2 Re
X5

k�1

Bj f �j�km �f�j�m �
D E

q
�j�
k

(

�
X7

k�6

Bjf
�j�
k �f�j�� � djgj�f�j�t �

)
; �76�

where

f �j�1m �f�j�m � � a�q0F3�f�j�m ; e
iw0� � q0F4�f�j�m ; e

iw0�
� q1F3�f�j�ÿ1

m ; eÿiw0� � q1F4�f�j�ÿ1
m ; eÿiw0��=2;

f �j�2m �f�j�m � � ip�j�m b�ÿq0F3�f�j�m ; e
iw0�

� q0F4�f�j�m ; e
iw0� � q1F3�f�j�ÿ1

m ; eÿiw0�
ÿ q1F4�f�j�ÿ1

m ; eÿiw0��=2 �j � 1; 2� �77�

f �j�3m �f�j�m � � a�q2F3�f�j�m ; e
iw0� � q2F4�f�j�m ; e

iw0��=2;

f �j�4m �f�j�m � � ip�j�m b�ÿq2F3�f�j�m ; e
iw0�

� q2F4�f�j�m ; e
iw0��=2 �j � 1; 2� �78�

f �j�5m �f�j�m � � a�j�m lnf�j�m �j � 1; 2�; �79�

f
�j�
6 �f�j�� �

X1
k�1

f�j�km

D E
r
�j�
k ; f

�j�
7 �f�j��

�
X1
k�1

f�j�ÿk
m

D E
s
�j�
k �j � 1; 2�: �80�

The continuity conditions (10c) and (10d) now
provide

q
�1�
1 � X1�Bÿ1

2 d1 ÿ Aÿ1
2 c1�;

q
�2�
1 � X2�Aÿ1

1 c1 ÿ Bÿ1
1 d1�; �81�

q
�1�
2 � s1Pÿ1

1 q
�1�
1 ; q

�2�
2 � s1Pÿ1

2 q
�2�
1 ; �82�

q
�1�
3 � X1�Aÿ1

2 c2 ÿ Bÿ1
2 d2�;

q
�2�
3 � X2�Bÿ1

1 d2 ÿ Aÿ1
1 c2�; �83�

q
�1�
4 � s2Pÿ1

1 q
�1�
3 ; q

�2�
4 � s2Pÿ1

2 q
�2�
3 ; �84�

q
�1�
5 � a�1�1k

D Eÿ1

X1�Aÿ1
2 �b�1��� c1 ÿ b�2��� c2�

ÿ Bÿ1
2 �b�1��� d1 ÿ b�2��� d2��; �85�

q
�2�
5 � a�2�1k

D Eÿ1

X2�Aÿ1
1 �b�2��� c2 ÿ b�1��� c1�

ÿ Bÿ1
1 �b�2��� d2 ÿ b�1��� d1��; �86�

The remaining unknown coe�cients have the same
form as those in Eqs. (56)±(58) except that G1j, G2j

and G3j should be replaced by G4j, G5j and G6j.

5. Green's functions for an elliptic hole

5.1. Boundary conditions

When the inclusion becomes an elliptic hole
with ®nite permitivity and thermal conductivity,
but vanishing elastic sti�ness, the Green's function
can be derived based on the results in the last
section. In this case, the thermal and electric ®elds
are still continuous across the hole surface, but the
hole is free of tractions. The boundary conditions
on the hole can, thus, be written as

#1 � #2; �87a�

t�1�n � ft1 t2 t3 DngT � t0 � I4D0; �87b�

where I4 � f0 0 0 1gT
; ti �i � 1; 2; 3� are the

rectangular-coordinate of surface force, t0 is
surface traction-charge vector in the hole, the
subscript 0 stands for the quantity associated with
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hole material, Dn and D0 are the normal compo-
nents of electric displacement in the matrix and the
hole, respectively. Noting that tn�/;s, the boun-
dary condition (87b) can be further written as

/js � I4

Z
s

D0 ds

� I4

Z
s
�D20 dx1 ÿ D10 dx2�: �88�

By writing the electric potential u0�z0�, where
z0� x1 + ix2, inside the hole as

u0�z0� � 2Ref0�z0� �89�
the electric displacement Di0 can be expressed as

D10 � ÿ2e0Re�df0=dz0�;
D20 � 2e0 Im�df0=dz0�; �90�
where e0 is the dielectric constant of the hole ma-
terial. Using the above relations, Eq. (88) can be
further written as

/js � 2e0I4 Im f0�z0�: �91�
In addition, the continuous condition of electric
potential across the hole surface requires

u1 � 2Ref0�z0�: �92�

5.2. Green's function for holes

Since the interface condition for thermal ®eld is
the same as that in Section 4, the Green's functions
given in Eqs. (70) and (71) are still available. But Eq.
(71) should be rewritten in the following form, as
the subscript 0 is used here instead of the subscript 2

g0�z�0�t � � q2 a�0�1s F3�f�0�t ; eiw0�
n

� a�0�2s F4�f�0�t ; eiw0�
o

ÿ e�1a�0�1s lnf�0�t �
X1
j�1

�G5jf
�0�j
t � G6jf

�0�ÿj
t �

�93�
and f�0�t is related to z�0�t (x1 + s�0�x2) by

z�0�t � a�0�1s f�0�t � a�0�2s f�0�ÿ1
t : �94�

The boundary conditions (91) and (92) together
with Eqs. (70) and (93) suggest that the solutions
u0, u1 and /1 be chosen as

u0�f0� � 2Re
X5

k�1

fk0�f0�qk0

"
� f60�f0�

� f70�f0� � c�0�4 g0�f�0�t �
#
; �95�

u1�f� � 2Re A
�1�
4

X5

k�1

fkm�fm�h iq�1�k

("
� f6�f�

� f7�f�
)
� c�1�4 g1�f�1�t �

#
; �96�

/1 � 2Re B1

X5

k�1

fkm�fm�h iq�1�k

("
� f6�f� � f7�f�

)

� d1g1�f�1�t �
#
; �97�

where fm � f�1�m , qk0 and q�1�k � fqk1 qk2 qk3 qk4gT

are constants to be determined,
A
�1�
4 � �A�1�41 A�1�42 A�1�43 A�1�44 g, Aij are the components

of matrix A, and

f1m�fm� � a�q0F3�fm; eiw0� � q0F4�fm; eiw0�
� q1F3�fÿ1

m ; eÿiw0� � q1F4�fÿ1
m ; eÿiw0��=2

�m � 0ÿ 4�; �98�

f2m�fm� � ipmb�ÿq0F3�fm; eiw0� � q0F4�fm; eiw0�
� q1F3�fÿ1

m ; eÿiw0� ÿ q1F4�fÿ1
m ; eÿiw0��=2

�m � 0ÿ 4�; �99�

f3m�fm� � a�q2F3�fm; e
iw0� � q2F4�fm; e

iw0��=2;

f4m�fm� � ipmb�ÿq2F3�fm; e
iw0�

� q2F4�fm; e
iw0��=2 �m � 0ÿ 4� �100�

f5m�fm� � a�1�1m lnfm;

f50�f0� � lnf0 �m � 1ÿ 4�; �101�

f6�f� �
X1
k�1

fk
m


 �
r
�1�
k ;

f7�f� �
X1
k�1

fÿk
m


 �
s
�1�
k �m � 1ÿ 4�; �102�
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f60�f0� �
X1
k�1

fk
0rk0; f70�f0� �

X1
k�1

fÿk
0 sk0; �103�

where pm � p�1�m , p0� i, r�1�k � frk1 rk2 rk3 rk4gT
and

s�1�k � fsk1 sk2 sk3 sk4gT
are two four-component

vectors to be determined.
The interface condition (92) provides

q10 � A
�1�
4 q

�1�
1 � c�1�4 ;

q20 � ÿi
X4

j�1

A�1�4j pjq
�1�
2j ÿ is1c�1�4 ; �104�

q30 � A
�1�
4 q

�1�
3 � c�1�4 ;

q40 � ÿi
X4

j�1

A�1�4j pjq
�1�
4j � is2c�1�4 ; �105�

q50 � A
�1�
4 a�1�1m

D E
q
�1�
5 � a�1a�1�1s c�1�4

� e�1a�0�1s c�0�4 : �106�

The remaining unknowns rj0, sj0, q
�1�
k ; r

�1�
j and s

�1�
j

can also be determined through the use of the
boundary conditions (91), (92) and Eq. (9), and we
will omit those details which are tedious and al-
gebraic.

5.3. Cracks

By letting b! 0 in Eq. (8), the problem dis-
cussed above becomes an in®nite piezoelectric
solid containing a slit crack of length 2a. In this
case, Eqs. (70) and (71) are reduced to

g1�z�1�t � �
a
2

�
q0F3�f�1�t ; eiw0�:� q1F4�f�1�ÿ1

t ; eÿiw0�

� q0F4�f�1�t ; eiw0� � q1F3�f�1�ÿ1
t ; eÿiw0�

� a�1 lnf�1�t �
X1
j�1

G4jf
�1�ÿj
t

�
; �107�

g0�z�0�t � �
aq2

2
F3�f�0�t ; eiw0�
n

� F4�f�0�t ; eiw0�
o

ÿ e�1 lnf�0�t �
X1
j�1

�G5jf
�0�j
t � G6jf

�0�ÿj
t : �108�

Therefore the solutions u0, u1 and /1 can be
chosen as

u0�f0� � 2Re
X

k�1;3;5

fk0�f0�qk0

"
� f60�f0�

� f70�f0� � c�0�4 g0�f�0�t �
#
; �109�

u1�f� � 2Re A
�1�
4

X
k�1;3;5

fkm�fm�h iq�1�k

("

� f6�f� � f7�f�
)
� c�1�4 g1�f�1�t �

#
; �110�

/1 � 2Re B1

X
k�1;3;5

fkm�fm�h iq�1�k

("
� f6�f�

� f7�f�
)
� d1g1�f�1�t �

#
: �111�

Similarly, the unknown constants in Eqs. (109)±
(111) can be determined by using the boundary
conditions (91) and (92).

6. Singular integral equations

Consider an in®nite plane matrix containing an
inclusion and a crack. By representing the crack as
distributions of thermal analog of temperature
discontinuity and ED&EP dislocation, a set of
singular integral equations may be formed and
solved numerically (see Fig. 2).

For simplicity, we only consider the case that a
crack locates inside the inclusion. The geometrical
con®guration of the problem to be solved is de-
picted in Fig. 2 showing a crack with an orienta-
tion angle a, central point z0�x10; x20� and length 2c
located inside an inclusion. The only external load
is uniform heat ¯ow applied on both faces of the
crack. For such a thermoelectroelastic problem,
we ®rst represent the crack as a distribution of
temperature discontinuity. By integrating the
GreenÕs function given in Eqs. (14b) and (15) for
the temperature located inside the inclusion, we
have
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#�g� � ÿ k2

2p
Re

Z c

ÿc
� ln�z�2�t

(
ÿ ẑ�2�t �=a�2�1s

�
X1
j�1

c�j �f�2�jt � C�j f
�2�ÿj
t �T0�n� dn

)
; �112�

where

c�j �
k2 ÿ k1

2k1

�G0 ÿ �GjGj=G0�ÿ1

���ej ÿ �Gjej=G0� �113�
g and n denote the distance from the crack central
point (x10,x20), which are related to zt and ẑt by

zt � �x10 � sx20� � g�cosa� s sina�;
ẑt � �x10 � sx20� � n�cosa� s sina�: �114�
Enforcing the satisfaction of the applied heat ¯ow
conditions on the crack faces, a singular integral
equation for the temperature discontinuity can be
obtained

1

p
Re

Z c

ÿc

1

gÿ n
dn

�
� K0�g; n�

�
T0�n� dn

� ÿ 2h0

k2

; �115�

where

K0�g; n� � �cosa� s�2� sina�

�
X1
j�1

jc�j �f�2�jÿ1
t ÿ C�j f

�2�ÿjÿ1
t � of�2�t

oz�2�t

: �116�

Besides, the requirement of crack-tip continuity
will lead to the following single-valued tempera-
ture conditionZ c

ÿc
T0�s� ds � 0: �117�

The coupled singular integral Eq. (115) com-
bined with Eq. (117) can be solved numerically
(Erdogan and Gupta, 1972). Once the function
T0(n) has been found, the corresponding SED can
be calculated from Eqs. (4f), (39) and (40) as

P�2�1 � ÿ/�2�;2

� ÿ 1

2p
Im

Z c

ÿc
B2P2

X3

k�1

of �2�km =oz�2�m

D E
q
��2�
k

("(

�
X5

k�4

of �km=oz�2�m


 �)

� d2s2og�2=oz�2�t

#
T0�n� dn

)
; �118�

P�2�2 � /�2�;1

� 1

2p
Im

Z c

ÿc
B2

X3

k�1

of �2�km =oz�2�m

D E
q
��2�
k

("(

�
X5

k�4

of �km=oz�2�m


 �)

� d2og�2=oz�2�t

#
T0�n� dn

)
; �119�

where the functions f �km


 �
and g�2 are listed in Ap-

pendix A. Thus the traction vector on the crack
faces is of the form

t0
n�g� � ÿP�2�1 �g� sina�P�2�2 �g�cosa: �120�

To ensure the traction-charge-free condition on
the crack faces, we must superpose a solution of
the corresponding isothermal problem with a
traction-charge vector equal and opposite to that
of (120) in the range jgj6 c. In a similar way to our
previous paper (Qin, 1998), a set of singular inte-
gral equations for ED&EP dislocation, say û�n�,
can be written as follows:

1

2p

Z c

ÿc

L2

gÿ n

�
� K0�g; n�

�
û�n� dn � ÿt0

n�g�;

�121�

Fig. 2. The geometry of a crack inside an elliptic inclusion.
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where

L2 � ÿ2iB�2�B�2�T; �122�

K0�g; n� � 2Im
X1
j�1

j B�2� f�2�jÿ1
k

�*(

� C�2�jk f�2�ÿjÿ1
k

� of�2�k

oz�2�k

+
Cj

)
�123�

and

Cj � �G0 ÿ �Gj
�Gÿ1

0 Gj�ÿ1�Tj ÿ �Gj
�Gÿ1

0 Tj�; �124�

G0 � � �M1 � �M2�A2; Gj

� �M1 ÿM2�A2 C�2�jk

D E
; �125�

Tj � ÿ 1

j
� �M1 ÿ �M2��A2 f̂�2�jk

D
� C�2�jk f̂�2�ÿj

k

E
�BT

2 :

�126�
For single valued ED&EP around a closed

contour surrounding the whole crack, the follow-
ing conditions have also to be satis®edZ c

ÿc
û�n� dn � 0: �127�

The singularity can be incorporated, a priori, into
the unknown functions, û�n�, by de®ning regular
unknown functions u0(n), as follows

û�n� � u0�n�
�c2 ÿ n2�1=2

: �128�

Thus the coupled singular integral equations
(121) for the EDEP dislocation density combined
with Eq. (127) can be solved numerically (Ergodan
and Gupta, 1972). Once the dislocation density
functions has been found, one can then compute
the SED intensity factors at the tips, e.g., at the
right tip (n� c) through the following de®nition

K�c� � fKII KI KIII KDgT�c�
� lim

g!c�

��������������������
2p�gÿ c�

p
P�2�n �g�; �129�

where (Qin, 1998)

P�2�n �g� � X�a�L2

u0�c��������������������
8c�gÿ c�p : �130�

7. Numerical example

In this section, the numerical results for SED
intensity factors are presented to illustrate the
application of the proposed formulation. For
simplicity, we only consider an inclined crack
whose central point coincides with the center of
the inclusion., i.e., x10� x20� 0 in Fig. 2. The
material for matrix and the inclusion are assumed
to be BaTiO3 and cadmium selenide (Qin and Mai,
1998), respectively. The related material constants
are as follows:

(1) Material properties for BaTiO3

c11 � 150 GPa; c12 � 66 GPa;

c13 � 66 GPa; c33 � 146 GPa; c44 � 44 GPa;

a11 � 8:53� 10ÿ6=K; a33 � 1:99� 10ÿ6=K;

k3 � 0:133� 105 N=C K;

e31 � 4:35 C=m
2
; e33 � 17:5 C=m

2
;

e15 � 11:4 C=m
2
; j11 � 1115 j0;

j33 � 1260 j0;

j0 � 8:85� 10ÿ12 C2=Nm2

� permitivity of free space

(2) Material properties for cadmium selenide

c11 � 74:1 GPa; c12 � 45:2 GPa;

c13 � 39:3 GPa; c33 � 83:6 GPa; c44 � 44 GPa;

k11 � 0:621� 106 N Kÿ1 mÿ2;

k33 � 0:551� 106 N Kÿ1 mÿ2;

n3 � 0:294 C Kÿ1 mÿ2;

e31 � ÿ0:160 C=m2; e33 � 0:347 C=m2;

e15 � 0:138 C=m2; j11 � 82:6� 10ÿ12 C2=Nm2

j33 � 90:3� 10ÿ12 C2=Nm2

Since the values of the coe�cient of heat
conduction both for BatiO3 and cadmium selenide
could not be found in the literature, the values
k�1�33 =k�1�11 � 1:5; k�2�33 =k�2�11 � 1:5; k�1�13 � k�2�13 � 0 and

k�1�11 � k�2�11 � 1 W/mK are assumed.

In our analysis, the plane strain deformation is
assumed and the crack lines are assumed to be in
the plane, i.e., D2� u2� 0. Therefore the stress
intensity factor K has now only three components
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(KI, KIII, KD). Figs. 3±5 show the numerical results
for the coe�cients of SED intensity factors bi near
right tip of the crack versus the crack orientation a
when c� b/2 and a� 3b/2, where bi are de®ned by

b1 � k2KI�c�=h0c
�����
pc
p

c�2�11 ;

b2 � k2KIII�c�=h0c
�����
pc
p

c�2�33 ;

bD � k2KD�c�=h0c
�����
pc
p

v�2�3 : �131�

However, the numerical results for such a problem
have not been available in the literature yet. For
comparison, the well-known FEM is used to obtain
the corresponding results (Oden and Kelley, 1971).
In order to accurately calculate the SED distribu-
tions at the crack tip, the mesh density has been
increased near the crack tip. A typical ®nite element
mesh (a � 45�) is shown in Fig. 6. In the calculation,
an eight-node quadrilateral element model has been
used. In addition, the three nodes along one of the
sides of each of the quadrilateral elements are col-
lapsed at the crack tip and the two adjoining mid-
points are moved the quarter distances, in order to
produce a 1/r1=2 type of singularity. It can be seen
from Figs. 3±5 that the values of bi vary slowly with
the crack orientation, and reach their peak values at
a� 44� for b1; a � 31� for b2 and a � 28� for bD.
These ®gures also indicate that the numerical re-
sults obtained both by present formulation and the
®nite element method are in good agreement.

8. Conclusions

The general thermoelectroelastic solutions are
presented for an in®nite piezoelectric plate with an
anisotropic elliptic inclusion of dissimilar material
induced by temperature discontinuity located in-
side or on the interface of the elliptic inclusion.
The derivation is based on the Stroh formalism,
conformal mapping and the method of analytical
continuation. By de®ning a new heat ¯ow func-
tion, the thermal solution can be derived as those
in electroelastic problem. As a result, one can
easily construct the GreenÕs function for the
thermoelectroelastic inclusion-matrix problem.
Moreover, by combining the technique of numer-
ical solution on the singular integral equation, the
present solutions can be applied to treat the crack-
inclusion interaction problems such as cracks
inside an inclusion. Numerical results of SED in-
tensity factors for an in®nite plate containing an
inclusion and a crack are presented to illustrate the
application of the proposed formulation. The nu-
merical results shown in Figs. 3±5 indicate that the
values of bi vary slowly with the crack orientation,
and reach their peak value at a � 44� for b1;
a � 31� for b2; a � 28� for bD. Although the

Fig. 3. SED intensity factors b1 vs crack angle a.

Fig. 4. SED intensity factors b2 vs crack angle a.

Fig. 5. SED intensity factors bD vs crack angle a.
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developed singular integral equations and the nu-
merical examples are con®ned to cracks inside the
inclusion, it is easy and straightforward to extend
the procedure to the case of cracks penetrating or
lying on the boundary of an inclusion
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Appendix A. The expressions for functions f�km; g�2
in Eqs. (118) and (119)

f �4m�f�2�m � � f�2�km r��2�km ; f �5m�f�2�m � � f�2�ÿk
m s��2�km ; �A:1�

g�2�z�2�t � � a�2�1s f�2�t � lnf�2�t ÿ 1�
� a�2�2s � lnf�2�t � 1�=f�2�t ÿ e1a�2�1s lnf�2�t

�
X1
j�1

�G�2jf
�2�j
t � G�3jf

�2�ÿj
t �; �A:2�

q�3 � a�2�1k

D Eÿ1

X2�Aÿ1
1 �b�2��� c2 ÿ b�1��� c1�

ÿ Bÿ1
1 �b�2��� d2 ÿ b�1��� d1��; �A:3�

where

b�1��� � a�1�1s �ÿ�c�1 � C�1c�1 ÿ e1�;
b�2��� � ÿa�2�1s e1; �A:4�

r
��2�
j � r��2�j1 r��2�j2 r��2�j3 r��2�j4

n oT

� Aÿ1
2 C�2�jm

D E
A2

h
ÿ Bÿ1

2 C�2�jm

D E
B2

iÿ1

� Aÿ1
2 c2G�3j

�h
ÿ C�2�jm

D E
c2G�2j

�
ÿ Bÿ1

2 d2G�3j

�
ÿ C�2�jm

D E
d2G�2j

�i
; �A:5�

s
��2�
j � s��2�j1 s��2�j2 s��2�j3 s��2�j4

n oT

� Aÿ1
2 C�2�jm

D E
A2r

��2�
j

�h
� c2G�2j

�
ÿ c2G�3j

i
;

�A:6�

G�2j � �a�2�1s c�jÿ1tj1 ÿ a�2�2s c�j�1�=j;

G�3j � ÿ�a�2�1s C�j�1c�j�1 ÿ a�2�2s C�jÿ1c�jÿ1tj1�=j: �A:7�

Fig. 6. A typical mesh for ®nite element analysis.
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